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Sandford was taking them and his wife to the coast and
I wondered whether they would meet again.
Then a confused impression of Joseph, the Roman
Catholic interpreter who afterwards turned bandit, teach-
ing me the Amharic for grass, tree, antelope, sky, sun,
wind and mountain as they all struggled past the lazy
carriage window. Tall grass, mimosa trees in green
parasol, the buck leg-high amid grass and trees, twitch-
ing their tails against white rumps, and studying with
young liquid eyes our little white tramway as it prattled on.
The sky and sun brilliant and clear, the clouds occasional,
for rains do not disturb the railway zone. At evening the
wind blew zephyr-cool, and all the time to the south of us
were the mountains, immobile on the splendid horizon,
false bastions on which the Ethiopians relied too much.
Last night had been spent at the Hawash, another
Greek hotel and bougainvillea garden in the middle of
Danakil. Desert stretched from the front step, and the
back step fell into the crumbling Hawash gorge, whose
sides drop sheer shale into that crooked stream. Looking
down, one could see the bottom of Africa, the Rift Valley
at its lowest, the final boring result of immense geological
effort. The world can be very dull when it is in an
expansive mood, and all the Rift Valley could offer at the
Hawash was its yellow rocks3 ugly and irregular as a lion's
yawn. Nothing alive but lizards who lay on rocks looking
ever skyward, the earth being too revolting to regard. I
had turned back to the hotel, stumbled over the dead
whisky bottles which border the garden path, and wakened
up the countless lean cats which linger there to catch the
lizards, and now and then a sleepy snake. Inside the bare
hotel, from under the bottles of Zibib and Ouzo and other
Greek intoxicants, proceeded a hideous angular miaow,
wrenched from a cat whose small windpipe alone seemed
capable of reaction to the immense weight of whisky-cases
which had fallen upon it. I moved forward to release the
cat. " No matter,35 said the Greek barman, <c he is thin
enough to get out of any thing," and with this futile remark
still fooling in my head I turned over in my Addis sheets,
prayed briefly that I might be the same, and went to sleep
in supreme discomfort.

